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PARTI CLE BALANCE IN NEUTRAL-BEAM-HEATED TOKAMAK PLASMAS 

G. Becker 

Max-Planck-Institut fUr Plasmaphysik , 
EURATOM Association , Garching, rRG 

ABSTRACT : The particle balance in H discharges in ASDEX during the steady
state ohmic and H phases is investigated by means of transpor t simulat ions. 
Profiles of particle sources and outward and inward flux densities are com
puted . The magnitude and radial extent of the sources due to cold atoms and 
beam fuel ling and the corresponding convective energy l oss are determined. 
It is further s hown that the measured density profiles are not invariant to 
changes in particle source and confinement . Constraints on the electron 
heat diffusivity , the diffusion coefficient and the inward drift velocity 
are derived. An expression represent i ng a lower limi t for the diff usion 
coefficient in the presence of particle sources and inward fluxes is given . 

Introduction: r r om the steady-state energy and particle balance equa·tions 
with neutral inj ection it is possible to derive constraints on the electron 
heat diffusivity Xe • the diffusion coefficient D and the inward drift 
velocity Vin /1/ . Such relations are used to develop scaling laws and are 
applied in transport simul ations. One prerequisite for such studies is to 
know the radial extent of the particle and energy sources due "o neutral 
injection and the corresponding convective energy losses. The Japer deals 
with the part icle sources , particle conf inement and resulting constrai nts 
for transport coeffi cients in injection-heated pl asmas. The topical 
question of density profi l e i nvariance wi th changing particle sources is 
stud ied . Results from transport simulations with modified versions of the 
BALDUR code 12 , 31 are used . The neutral-gas transport is cal culated by a 
Monte Carlo code. The parti cle source due to neutral injection is treated 
by foll owing :he fast neutrals by means of a Monte Carlo code . 

Steady-state Jar t i cl e balance: Sever al discharges exhibiting long plateaus 
of current, density and beta were analysed. The example shown in rig. 1 is 
an H discharge with Ip• 380 kA , ne • 3 .5x1Q1 3 cm-3, Bt • 2 .15 T and PNI • 
3 .45 MW (HO ~ o• , E0 • 40 keV) . The computations are compared with measur
ed density and electron temperature profiles and with $pJ.. f rom t he diamag
netic loop. Good agreement is obtained by applying the coefficients /4 , 5/ 
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in the H phase . The inward dri ft vel oc ity is gi ven by Vin (r ) = 0 . 5 D(r) 
rTe(r)-1 cm s-1 , and the ion heat diffusivity used is three t imes the neo
cl assical values according to Chang and Hinton. The ion mass number i s 
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denoted by Ai. The toroidal magnetic field Bt is in kG , ne is in cm-3 , Te 
is in keV , qa is the cylindri cal q at the plasma radius a•40 c~ and Ro = 
167 cm is the major r adius of the plasma. The quantities rn • -ne/Cane/arl 
and rTe • -Te/CaTe/arl are in cm. 
Under steady-state condi tions the particle balance with anomalous outward 
diffusion and anomalous inward drift reads 

dn 
-o~-vinne=ri + rb (5) 

where r1 and fb are t he f l ux densities due to the ioni sation of cold atoms 
and due to the beam f uelling, respectively. The parti cle balance in the 
ohmic phase is shown in Fig. 2. Since the plasma i s impermeable to cold 
neutral s (~o<<a with mean free path ~ 0 ), the i nter ior of the plasma is 
almost source-free. This gives rise to near ly equal outward and inward 
fluxes, the typical difference being only 10 % of each of these fluxes . Ob
viously, the main contribution due to r1 occurs outside r • 0.8 a. The de
tailed r1 pro~ile is given in Fig. 3 . 
Results from transport analysis of the H phase are presented in Fig. 4. It 
should be ment ioned that almost identical results are obtained in L dis
charges . In contrast to the ohmic phase , the outward flux clearly exceeds 
the inward flux. For r$0.7 a the dominant source is due to beam fuelling, 
while ri still prevails in the edge region. As can be seen , at r• a/2 one 
obtPins Vin ne•fb·-0 .5 D dne/dr. Figure 5 represents a detailed plot of 
rb(r). Comparison with the energy flu~ density Pb(r) shows that the 
average energy per absorbed particle E R Pb(r)/fb(r) • 23.8 keV only 
varies by ±0 . 6 keV over the whole cross-section, so that to very good 
approximation Pb can be set proportional to fb everywhere. 
In ohmic plasnas the convective power loss is only significant in the edge 
r egion , where fi is lar ge . With neutral injection, however , high con
vective losses Pc • 2 .5 (Te•Til fb also occur in the plasma bulk owing to 
the large part icle source and high temperatures. The ratio Pc/Pb • 2 .5 
(Te•Ttl/E amoun ts to about 30 % at r=2a/3 . With increasing heating power 
t he fraction of Pb lost by convection grows with the temperature sum to 
unacceptably high values , unless Eo and E are correspondingly raised. 
The response of the density profile shape to changes in the particle source 
distribution is demonstrated in Fig. 6 . During the ohmic phase the measured 
density profi l e ls parabolic , while it is more triangle-shaped in the H 
phase. Evidently , the density profile shape is not invariant to changes i n 
particle source and confinement . 

Constraints on transport coefficients with injection heating: General ex
pres sions for transport coeffi cients are derived from approximate particle 
and energy ba lance equations . Using fi<<rb for r$0.7 a in Eq. (5) yields 

v in -I rb 
D"' rn - n

2
D (6) 

Unlike in the source- f ree case (vin/D = rn-1 ), the ratio v1~/D is here 
determined by the beam-fuelling profile as well, which has to ')e taken from 
code calculat ions . To avoid this disadvantage, we eliminate rb with the 
help of the energy balance. 
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For r~0.7 a the losses due to charge exchange and radiation are negligibly 
small . At injection powers much higher than the ohmic input and negl igi ble 
ion heat conduction one obtains 
qe(r) • Pb(r) - Pc(r ) (7) 
where qe is the flux density due to elect ron heat conduction. With Pb(r) • 
Efb(r) and Pc • 2 . 5 (Te+Ti) fb it follows that 

f b = -[E - 2. 5(Te+Ti)]-1 nex e dTe 
dr 

Replacing the ~article source in Eq . (6 ) yields 
vin I I X dTe .,,r- + [E-2.S(T + T.) ]-~--

D n e 1 D dr 

(8) 

(9) 

This relation holds under stationary conditions for Pott<<PNI and fi<<rb . 
An even s impler formula !s obtained by setting xe/D equal to a constant . 
It was shown above that E is a constant which is usually large compared 
with the temperature sum. The ratio vi n/D can be determined frcm measured 
density and temperature profiles without knowing the beam-fuelling source . 
Using, for ins tance, the approximations ne (r) = ne(O) ( l-r /a1) and Te(r) • 
Te(O) ( 1-r/a2 ) yields vin/D ·(a1-r)-l - const , i. e . the increase of Yin 
with radius i s much stronger than that of D. 
The weak r adial dependence of Pb=Efb in the range 0 . 25 S r/a S 1 (see Fig . 
5) r esults i n qe = -nexedTe/dr ~const (see Eq . (7)) . With the above Te 
profile one t hus obtains Ke ~ nexe •Const and D( r )- xe(r }-ne( r )-1. 
According to Eq. (5) the diffusion coefficient reads D= -(ri+fb+Vinne}/ 
(dne/dr ) . In the case vin=O one obtains t he expr ession 

(10) 

which represe~ts a lower limit, since for given part i cle sources and 
density profile a finite inward flux always corresponds to a h '.gher di f
fusion coeff icient. The minimum D can al so be given when t he anomalous 
inward flux i s unknown. Equation (10) is especially useful for predicti ve 
code s imulations , because it yields the minimum D values whi ch are abl e to 
produce the measured density gradients . 
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